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SOMEWHERE 
TO BELIEVE IN
We were founded a long time ago 
by a bunch of misfits in a field. 
We’re still in a field. And we’re  
still somewhere that welcomes 
anyone and everyone.

We’re somewhere artistry meets 
activism, where the political meets 
the practical. We’re somewhere to 
come together once a year, where 
we’re as likely to dream up a 
better world as we are to dance 
and debate, to pray and to party.

We’re somewhere to be amazed  
and inspired. We’ve been down in 
the darkness with Bryony Kimmings 
and up on the highest mountain 
with Mavis Staples. We’ve protested 
and partied with Pussy Riot, and 
built Jerusalem with Billy Bragg. 

We’re part festival, part family. 
Some of us have been coming here 
our whole lives. Some of us are 
back after a break, and some are 
new to the party. Whether it’s your 
first time or your 15th, you can 
expect a warm welcome. 

We’re somewhere the sacred meets 
the secular. We think there’s a 
spark that kindles the time we 
spend together at Greenbelt, and 
we call it God (but you might call it 
the gin talking, and that’s fine too). 

We’re somewhere it’s OK to ask 
questions, because we think that’s 
where all the interesting stuff 
happens, and we certainly don’t 
pretend to have all the answers. 
The only thing you need to have 
faith in is the difference we can  
all make together.

We’re Greenbelt.  
We’re somewhere to believe in.

A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE
We live in a world of difference. A beautiful, bewildering 
world of difference. Greenbelt makes a space where 
artistry, activism and belief intertwine to give us braver 
more generous ways of living in that world.

Angels know this. This is the space that makes sense to
them and for them. They know Greenbelt makes a world 
of difference.

In return, Angels give to Greenbelt. And their giving 
makes a world of difference to what we can do together. 

Angel giving means we can embrace a world of 
difference — welcoming carers, children, teenagers, 
students, single parents, the unemployed, people with 
additional access needs, asylum seekers and refugees into 
the festival.

As we begin to grow again, it’s Angels’ reliable monthly 
giving that enables us to develop, to be more creative and 
ambitious, to be more present to more people in more 
places.

If this place stirs your soul, please consider joining our 
heavenly throng of Angel supporters.

HELPING US DO MORE
Most of our 2,200 Angels give just £10 or less a month. 
And yet all those small monthly gifts add up to make up 
and amazing 25% of our total festival income. Every little 
really does help! 

Every single monthly donation that every Angel makes 
helps us improve the festival space we make, deepen the 
conversation we host, and increase the reach and impact 
we have.

This weekend, we're asking our existing Angels to do 
two things:

1. Spread the word about the difference Angel giving 
makes to those you have come with who might not be
Angels — yet! Ask them: can you join us?

2. Take some time to review your giving — because just 
a few pounds more a month from a good number of 
Angels will make a big difference.

REVIEW

ARE YOU AN ANGEL?

NO YES

Head to the Angels Lounge during the festival or
visit greenbelt.org.uk/angels when you get home

YOUR ANGEL GIVING
(IT’S SIMPLE)SIGN UP

Head to the Angels Lounge during the festival or
visit greenbelt.org.uk/angels when you get home

TO BECOME AN ANGEL
(IT’S SIMPLE)

WHAT?
Year-round we keep Angels in the know about how and 
what we’re doing so that they get a real sense of how 
their giving is enabling us to spread Greenbelt’s wings. 
At the festival, Angels have access to their own lounge to 
meet, relax and network in, and where they can pick up 
their 2018 enamel badges and where there’s also a limited 
edition Angels mug for sale, too.

WHY?
As the established church wanes in numbers and 
influence, Greenbelt makes a space between the church’s 
diminishing reach and the culture at large — celebrating 
the best (and critiquing the worst) of both. If you want to 
be part of this creative conspiracy for change in the world, 
please sign up to become an Angel. Thank you.


